The preparatory courses at the university - this is a real chance
to enter the budget
buy homework online

If the university is determined, then in the graduation class it is necessary to sign up for preparatory
courses. As a rule, such classes proceed in the university's walls several times a week, but they will
have to pay additionally for them.
This is only a small contribution to your bright and carefree future, so it is better not to ignore it. In
addition, this is a unique opportunity to hand over the entrance exams twice: according to the results
of the preparatory courses and then again with a common stream.
Preparatory courses are also familiar with the walls, future fellow students and teachers. That is why
it is not necessary to miss such a chance, and it is desirable to find contact with all its new
surroundings.
It is possible that such a smart approach and fast adaptation on the "New Area" will help morally
calm down before the exam and configure themselves to further fruitful work.
According to statistics, 60-80% of applicants for the first course arrive just according to the results of
the preparatory courses, and the remaining 20-40% are applicants who ignore such classes were
confident in their abilities without additional training and was not mistaken.
Successful commissioning of the entrance exam - the final stage of admission to the university
You can feel the student only after publishing the lists of the received, but for this you need to
successfully pass all entrance exams.
This is the most difficult part of admission to the university, because it will be necessary not only to
collect all your strength and knowledge in a bunch, but also to show resourcefulness, flexibility of
character and smelting. There are many submarine stones here, which every applicant is simply
obliged to remember.
Where to sit down? The first and last part of the party is definitely not an option, since it is precisely
the attention of strict teachers in the audience.
Let it be the middle of the row, while the row is also preferably choosing the average. Here, the main
thing is to be successfully lost in the crowd, but not to pay attention to itself on the part.
How to dress? At this event, it is advisable to avoid bright and frank outfits so that the teacher does
not react to you as a bull on a red rag.

It should definitely be a strict classic style, but without excesses: the strife is better to save for a
wedding or another celebration, and the sermost for the funeral. Here, a sense of measure is useful
again, and not subconscious panic on the verge of hysteria.
Cheat sheets take? Write cribs before the exam is necessarily, but before you take them to such a
responsible event, it is advisable to think several times. The risk is great, and it is not always
justified. If teachers notice such tricks, then it can be considered that this exam is over for you, and
not quite successful. So it is desirable to prepare and without any assistance to cope with the task,
the more further life depends on this.
Write off? Checking in this case is the slippery track that may not be there. You can use this method
only in cases where you are definitely convinced of the literacy of your neighbor on the desk and in
his deep knowledge in one way or another.
The help of the teacher! This is the last chance: if there are no solution options and are not at all,
then why not ask for help from the teacher? Such sincerity and the desire to understand the teacher
will necessarily appreciate and may give a good advice on the topic.
Conclusion: if my article inspired you a little bit on the feats, then it's time to sit down for textbooks,
because the entrance exams are no longer around the corner. If you have already decided on a
future specialty, then the time to ask the question "how to enter the university to budget."

